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APPENDIX 
 

CRIME TRENDS vs. RANDOM WALK.  
Pitfalls of ad hoc chart reading 

 
ABSTRACT. This note questions the common practice of ad hoc chart reading without formulating 
a sensible statistical model of the data beforehand and argues that the random walk model should 
not be overlooked when analyzing time series of crime data. 
 
 

This note has been prompted by the recent discussion in “Criminology in Europe” (2010) about a 
possible crime drop in Europe. What intrigued me was the great number and considerable diversity 
of explanations that were offered despite the time periods under study being rather short (e.g. 
1967-2008, 1980-2008, 1989-2005). Is it really possible to make substantive claims about the 
development of crime (“crime trends”) when the number of observations is so limited? The 
following remarks are not thought for criminologists who are familiar with econometric methods, but 
for mainstream criminologists who use charts as a tool to build an argument – like the scholars in 
the above discussion.  
 
In economic research, there is the well-known controversy whether stock market prices (and other 
economic variables) develop in a purely random fashion or whether there are discernible 
regularities and patterns that also can be predicted into the future. The idea was popularized by 
Malkiel’s (1973) “A Random Walk Down Wall Street” and countered by Lo & MacKinlay’s (1999) “A 
Non-Random Walk Down Wall Street”. Of interest here is not the question of whether the 
development of stock market prices should be conceived as random or not, but why this 
controversy exists at all. For a casual observer, stock market prices very often appear to show  
clear systematic patterns like cycles and trends. This is true for criminological time series as well, 
as outlined in Figure 1. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Nine time series, 1950–2008. 
 
1. The Problem 
Figure 1 describes nine yearly time series. The time span is supposed to comprise the years 
between 1950 and 2008. The question is which of the subplots display “real” crime data (say, 
police recorded offences) and which ones are simply constructed by the author.1 
 
The answer is: none! None of the subplots represent authentic crime data. All of them have been 
constructed, though one has to admit that they look pretty much like real crime data from Western-
type societies after World War II. 
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What do the data represent then? They represent simple “random walk” (RW) realizations. 
Mathematically, a random walk (in its simplest form) is defined as 
 

X(t) = X(t-1) + υ(t),   t ≥ 1 Eq. (1) 
 
where x(t), the present observation, is determined by the preceding observation x(t-1) plus a 
random term u(t). How the random term is distributed is of no interest here. The only assumption is 
that it is “white noise” (Newton, 1988:91). 
 
The term “random walk” may be confusing since the appearance of a RW-series itself is not 
random, while the process that shapes the series is random. Working (1934:11) called these series 
very clearly “random-difference” series. Unfortunately, this terminology is no longer used.2  

 
In time series analysis it is crucial to distinguish the series (i.e. the “realization”) from the “process” 
that generates it.3  The easiest way to construct a random walk is to flip a coin (i.e. the process) 
and add the outcome (+1 for heads and -1 for tails) to the emerging series (i.e. the realization). 
One may be surprised how non-random the series can look, even if the flips of the coin are random 
events. 

 

  
 Figure 2. Data from a random process that appears ordered. 

(Note. The figure is taken from Aronson, 2007:94). 

  
 
The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows. In sect. 2 the implications are described in case 
an observed process can be modeled as a random walk. In sect. 3 the shortcomings of ad hoc 
(subjective) chart analysis are explained. Sect. 4 and 5 deal with the merits and shortcomings of 
“first differences” as a possible solution.  Finally, in sect. 6 conclusions and recommendations are 
summarized. 
 
2. Implications 
Given that a process can be modeled as a random walk has important implications. Since such a 
process is considered as only driven by chance, the realizations of such a process are void of 
specific causes. The terminology used here is borrowed from the control chart literature (Shewhart, 
1985), where specific causes denote “assignable causes”, “unusual patterns” and the like, while 
common causes denote “chance causes”, “natural patterns” and so forth. Since a RW-process is 
void of specific causes and made up of only “chance causes”, prediction is not possible: all that 
looks like systematic variation or stability is imaginary. Most importantly, what looks like a trend is 
not necessarily a causal trend, but can be random fluctuation. The subplots d1, d3, d5 or d9 in 
Figure 1, for example, could easily, but erroneously  be interpreted as representing U.S. or 
Western European crime series raising the question: Why has crime after significant increases in 
earlier decades leveled off or decreased by the end of the period? Thus, any post-hoc analysis of 
time-series data is confronted with the problem how to separate “assignable” causes from “chance” 
causes.  
 
Secondly, even though it is chance that drives RW-processes, two RW-series can be highly 
correlated as shown in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Correlations of d1, d2, d3, d4, d5, d6, d7, d8, d9 
 
        d1      d2      d3      d4      d5      d6      d7      d8 

d2   0.068 

     0.610 

 

d3   0.806  -0.153 

     0.000   0.248 

 

d4   0.724   0.577   0.459 

     0.000   0.000   0.000 

 

d5   0.891   0.065   0.859   0.706 

     0.000   0.625   0.000   0.000 

 

d6   0.553  -0.355   0.803   0.141   0.550 

     0.000   0.006   0.000   0.287   0.000 

 

d7  -0.255   0.269  -0.284  -0.126  -0.415   0.066 

     0.052   0.039   0.029   0.340   0.001   0.618 

 

d8   0.554  -0.436   0.763   0.187   0.511   0.865  -0.064 

     0.000   0.001   0.000   0.157   0.000   0.000   0.629 

 

d9   0.899   0.139   0.731   0.723   0.854   0.428  -0.272   0.419 

     0.000   0.295   0.000   0.000   0.000   0.001   0.037   0.001 

 

(Second line: p-value) 

 
This implies that it is not necessarily a valid argument to state because two (or more) series are 
(highly) correlated they are driven by the same or similar set of causes or that one series is the 
cause of the other. Thus, RW-series raise the serious problem of spurious correlation.4  
 
The conclusion so far is: What we may conceive as real – e.g., the existence of a crime trend or 
specific causal explanations – may turn out to be illusion. Why is that so? 
 
 
3. The short-comings of ad hoc chart analysis 
Chris Chatfield, who has introduced legions of statistics students and researchers to the theory and 
practice of time series analysis, writes in his well-known “The Analysis of Time Series” (2004:13): 
“The first, and most important step in any time-series analysis is to plot the observations against 
time. This graph, called a time plot, will show up important features of the series such as trend, 
seasonality, outliers and discontinuities. The plot is vital, both to describe the data and to help to 
formulate a sensible model […].” 
 
While it is in fact highly advisable to plot the data before interpreting them, it is likewise very 
common, not the least in criminological research, to plot the data and, after a more or less in-depth 
discussion of the data’s quality, directly jump to their interpretation – without formulating a sensible 
statistical model of the data beforehand. This method of directly jumping from eyeball inspection to 
interpretation can be called ad hoc chart analysis and it can lead to misleading results. Why? 
 
With reference to Gilovich (1991), Aronson (2007:82) in his comprehensive critique of subjective 
chart analysis writes: “Humans have both the need and the capacity to find order and meaning in 
their experience. […] We can capitalize on ordered phenomenon in ways we cannot on those that 
are random. The predisposition to detect patterns and make connections is what leads to discovery 
and advance. The problem is that the tendency is so strong and so automatic that we sometimes 
detect coherence even when it does not exist.” More specifically, Aronson (2007:96) argues: 
 

1. […], it is erroneously thought that data generated by a random process should 
look random – a formless haphazard flip-flop without any hint of patterns, 
organized shapes or trends. 

 

2. This stereotype is erroneously assumed to manifest in all samples of random data, 
irrespective of the number of observations comprising the sample. 

 

3. A small sample of data is examined and it appears not to match the intuitive 
stereotype of randomness. 
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4. The data is thus deemed to be the product of a nonrandom process. 
 

5. Nonrandom processes are amenable to prediction, hence it would be reasonable 
to look for patterns and trends in the data to make predictions. 

 
Aronson draws here on what is known as the “clustering illusion”, i.e. the intuition that random 
events which occur in clusters are not really random events. The illusion is due to selective 
thinking based on a false assumption regarding statistical odds. In short, we tend to underestimate 
the probabilities that longer runs can occur in time series in a purely random manner.5  
 
Suppose the probability of ups and downs in a series is .5.6 Since the distribution of those yearly 
changes is binomial, the probabilities of different outcomes are easily calculated; see Table 2.7 
 

 
Table 2.  Selected p-values for a binomial distribution (p= .5, N= 60, 50, … , 20, 10). 

 
 Number 
 of obs 

Downs 
or ups 

     

 P(X<=30) P(X<=25) P(X<=20) P(X<=15) P(X<=10) P(X<=5) 
60 .551 .123     
50  .556 .101    
40   .563 .077   
30    .572 .049  
20     .588 .021 
10      .623 

 
 
In the case of a series with 50 observations (say, reported crimes between 1961 and 2010), the 
probability of getting 20 or less downs – a clear upward trend – by chance is about 10 per cent. Or 
in the case of a series with 30 observations (say, reported offences between 1981 and 2010), the 
probability of getting 10 or less ups – a situations that reminds of actual theft offences in European 
countries (cf. Aebi & Linde, 2010:254) – is still almost 5 per cent. 
 
The question is then whether there are ways to overcome the risk of biased visual inspections of 
time plots. An appealing answer is to look at the “first differences” of the series.8 
 
 
4. First differences 
With reference to Working (1934) and Kendall (1953), Roberts (1959:2) argued that “the usual 
method of graphing stock prices gives a picture of successive (price) levels rather than of price 
changes and levels can give an artificial appearance of ‘pattern’ or ‘trend’. […], chance behavior 
itself produces patterns that invite spurious interpretations.” Thus, he was proposing to look at 
changes first and then at levels – or, in modern time series language, to start with the analysis of 
the first differences. “If there is a really fundamental shift in the underlying situation, it can be 
detected visually more readily by an analysis of changes than of levels. Conversely, if there has 
been no fundamental shift, a graph of changes will be much less likely to give the impression that 
there has been a shift.” (Roberts, 1959:8) 
 
The concept of “level” and “change” may not immediately be comprehensible, but should become 
clearer if we look at time series graphs in a different shape. It has become some kind of a standard 
nowadays to present time series as line graphs, which signals that the underlying distribution is 
continuous. However, a crime is in most cases a discrete event, therefore standard crime time 
series should be represented as bar graphs; see Figure 3. 
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a) 

 
 

b) 

 
 

c) 

 
 

Figure 3.  A random walk series (n=23) as a line chart (a), as a bar chart (b)  
and as first differences (c). 

 
 
Figure 3b illustrates the concept of level and change more clearly than Figure 3a. Each bar 
represents the yearly level of crime, while the comparison between bars represents the change 
aspect. When we are interested in changes, we should not look at how the different bars (the 
levels) develop sequentially (i.e. the concept behind the line chart), but at the differences between 
the bars. This is exactly the method of taking the first differences (Figure 3c).9 
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To demonstrate the value of the approach, we can look at the first differences of the series in 
Figure 1. Series d11 in Figure 4 represents the first differences of series d1, d21 of d2 and so forth. 
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Figure 4. First differences of the series in Figure 1. 
(Note. For limitations of the software package used, line charts are displayed  

instead of bar charts.) 

 
As expected, the data patterns now “look” much more random than in Figure 1, all upward trend 
patterns are gone and, as well as expected, the correlations between the series have disappeared 

(except for d31/d91 at the 5 per cent level – a case of a false positive, but statistically not 
unexpected). 
 
 

Table 3. Correlations of d11, d21, d31, d41, d51, d61, d71, d81, d91 
 
        d11     d21     d31     d41     d51     d61     d71     d81 

d21  -0.139 

      0.299 

 

d31   0.104   0.077 

      0.439   0.565 

 

d41   0.062  -0.010   0.174 

      0.646   0.939   0.192 

 

d51  -0.133  -0.008  -0.000   0.122 

      0.318   0.954   0.999   0.360 

 

d61  -0.112   0.001   0.010   0.139   0.032 

      0.402   0.993   0.939   0.299   0.811 

 

d71  -0.035   0.047  -0.096  -0.212  -0.043   0.126 

      0.795   0.726   0.475   0.110   0.751   0.344 

 

d81   0.039  -0.125   0.239   0.025  -0.143  -0.022   0.156 

      0.774   0.350   0.070   0.851   0.284   0.871   0.242 

 

d91   0.119  -0.134   0.331   0.240  -0.058  -0.104   0.024   0.133 

      0.376   0.316   0.011   0.070   0.667   0.436   0.860   0.320 

 
(Second line: p-value) 
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At the same time, it becomes clear that it would not be easy to explain the variation displayed in 
the subplots of Figure 4 – compared with Figure 1, where at least some of the series slyly invite the 
analyst to propose an explanation with only a few dimensions (e.g. a trend). 
 
 
5. Problem solved? 
Does differencing solve the problem of whether a trending series is driven by a causal trend or by a 
random walk? Naturally not – because differencing a series that contains a causal trend removes 
such a trend as well, as shown in the following trivial example. 
 
Consider the simple causal trend 
 

X = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, … 
 
Differencing the series yields 
 

 (X) = 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, … 
 
Thus, differencing removes both a random drift and a causal trend and the question remains 
unsolved, how we can tell the difference between a causal trend and random drift. More generally, 
differenced series no longer contain long-term information, which is an unwanted consequence if 
one is interested in the study of such eventually existing long-term developments (Mills, 1990:269). 
 
How we can tell the difference between a causal trend and random drift is either, deductively, a 
matter of solid theory or, inductively, of strong empirical evidence. If there is a good theory – a 
priori – that predicts a specific trend model than there is also good reason to believe that observed 
trend patterns in the empirical data are causal. On the other hand, if a good theory is lacking (as 
often in criminology, cf. Weisburd & Piquero, 2008), then the choice between trend and drift mainly 
appears to be a matter of how many observations there are available: the more observations, the 
better the guess. 
 
Without going into details,10 econometricians have tried to tackle the latter alternative (where an a 
priori theory is lacking) by introducing the concept of time series that are trend-stationary and 
difference-stationary. In the trend-stationary specification the stochastic term follows a stationary 
process, while in the difference-stationary specification the stochastic term behaves like a random 
walk. Different statistical tests have been developed (Phillips & Xiao, 1998) to guide a proper 
choice between the two models, but these tests are rather unhelpful when the number of 
observations is limited (Chatfield, 2004:263-4). 
 
This can be easily understood when we look at a more general model that may be used to 
describe crime series. 
 

X(t) = µ + φ1X(t-1) + βT(t) + υ(t),   t ≥ 1 Eq. (2) 
 

where 
 

X is the series 

µ is a constant 

φ1 is the first autoregressive parameter 

β is the causal trend (T) parameter 

υ is a random term (“white noise”) 
 

When µ = 0 and β = 0, then the model describes either a simple autoregressive or a simple 

random walk process depending on whether |φ1| < 1 (autoregressive process) or |φ1| = 1 (random 
walk process). Mathematically, the two models have different properties as regards their means 
and variances. However, empirically it is difficult to separate an autoregressive model from a 

random walk model, when |φ1| approaches 1. Knowing the notoriously questionable quality of 
crime data11 (compared with high-frequency computerised stock data), it becomes obvious that 
testing does not really provide a reliable solution in such a situation. 
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Thus, we are confronted with the problem of “model uncertainty” – an often avoided subject in data 
analysis. Chatfield (2004:265) notes that 
 

When a model is selected using the data, rather than being specified a priori, the analyst needs to 
remember that (1) the true model may not have been selected, (2) the model maybe changing through 
time or (3) there may not be a ‘true’ model anyway. It is indeed strange that we often implicitly admit that 
there is uncertainty about the underlying model by searching for a ‘best-fit’ model, but then ignore this 
uncertainty when making predictions. 

 
 
6. Conclusions 
From the previous discussion we can draw the following conclusions. 
 
First, the discussion certainly does not imply that crime series really have to be random walks, and 
hence devoid of valid trends and patterns. Causal trends and other regular patterns may exist. 
“Random walks” and “trends” are statistical models that are superimposed on the data: while 
models are clear-cut, data (“nature”) is fuzzy and ambiguous. Post-hoc searches of crime series for 
causal structures are definitely a viable scientific undertaking. 
 
Second, the discussion does, however, call into question the efficacy of ad hoc (i.e. subjective) 
chart reading as a means of knowledge acquisition. If ad hoc chart reading of level data without 
formulating a sensible statistical model of the data beforehand were a valid skill, it should at least 
be possible to distinguish an actual chart from a random fake (Aronson, 2007:84; Working, 1934, 
passim). As demonstrated in Figure 1 above, it is not. To be sure, it is likewise clear that the fact 
that something can be simulated with a random process, does not necessarily mean that the 
phenomenon is random in nature or that an observer should be able to discern simulated and real 
data from each other. The crucial point made here is to start with an explicit model of the data.  
 
Third, it becomes clear that yearly crime data from the post-war period (presently about 60 
observations) in many instances cannot form a robust empirical basis to decide whether we 
observe causal trends or random patterns in the data. Many criminological time series studies 
comprise an even shorter time period.12 To complicate the matter further (cf. Eq. (2)), the 
dichotomy trend/drift or cause/chance may be an analytical simplification. In real time series, a 
mixture of trend, drift, level shifts, structural breaks, pulses and outliers may co-exist. 
 
Fourth, a crime series is a highly complex phenomenon (unlike high-frequency computerised stock 
data): it is aggregated human action that is labelled criminal. These acts have to be detected, 
labelled as crimes at several stages by different agents, processed through the filters of various 
bureaucratic organizations (both the criminal justice system as well as statistical bureaus), before 
they can add up to, say, a yearly crime rate. Because of this complexity, far too many reasonable 
hypotheses about the levels and changes of crime exist. Thus, traditional causal models have to 
make choices, which make them reductionist by nature, and the limited number of observations put 
further restrictions on the dimensionality of the explanatory model. Far too often the analyst does 
not even consider the underlying complexity and operates on the basis of only very few “causal” 
explanations – ad hoc.  
 
The RW-model, in contrast, is non-reductionist and can serve as a caveat that helps the analyst 
not to jump to rushed conclusions. In fact, a conservative statistical analysis of the time series in 
this publication shows that the null hypothesis of a random walk cannot be rejected in at least 20 
out of 60 cases. The test results can be obtained from the author. 

 
 
 
Endnotes 
 
1  The idea has been taken from Aronson (2007:84) with further references. 
2   It was seemingly Karl Pearson and Lord Rayleigh in 1905 who were the first to use the term 
“random walk”. However, they used the term for purposes of spatial analysis, not time series 
(Klein, 1997:271; Mills, 1999:2). 
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3  Compare the cross-sectional approach where an individual (i) is drawn from a population (P). 
Thus, the “realization” corresponds to (i) and the “process” to (P). 
4  See already Yule (1926). The topic received further development in Granger & Newbold (1974) 
and Engle & Granger (1987). – Both Engle and Granger received later The Sveriges Riksbank 
Prize in Economic Sciences in Memory of Alfred Nobel. 
See http://nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/economics/laureates/2003/ and Granger (2003). 
5 It seems to be a general human trait to underestimate the magnitude of chance. A striking 
example is the well-known “birthday paradox”. In a group of 23 randomly chosen persons, two 
persons will have birthday on the same day with a probability as high as .507.  
See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Birthday_problem .  
6 The coefficient of correlation between absolute values in a Gaussian random series and 
immediate subsequent changes is r= -.7071 or r2=.50 (cf Working, 1934:12). 
7 See http://stattrek.com/Tables/Binomial.aspx  or  
http://www.stat.tamu.edu/~west/applets/binomialdemo.html 
8  On the history of “first differences”, see Klein (1997: Chapter 3). 
9  Since the random walk model is defined according to Eq. (1) as X(t) = X(t-1) + υ(t), taking the 

first differences of such a series yields X(t) – X(t-1) = υ(t), where the resulting series υ(t), by 
definition, is random. 
10  See, e.g., Mills (1999: Chapter 7). 
11  See, e.g., Mosher, Miethe & Phillips (2002:5). 
12  See, e.g., recently Aebi & Linde (2010) with further references. 
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